Thyroid associated ophthalmopathy: evidence for CD4+ γδ T cells; de novo differentiation of RFD7+ macrophages, but not of RFD1+ dendritic cells; and loss of γδ and αβ T cell receptor expression
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Aim: To characterise periocular immune cells (stages, kinetics) in active and inactive thyroid associated ophthalmopathy (A-TAO; I-TAO).

Methods: In orbital tissue cryosections of patients with A-TAO (n = 15), I-TAO (n = 11), and healthy controls (n = 14), adipose and fibrovascular areas were evaluated for MHC II+ leukocytes, myeloid cells (CD14+ monocytes; CD14+ macrophages; mature RFD7+ macrophages; RFD1+ dendritic cells (DCs)), and lymphoid cells (CD4+ T cells; αβ and γδ T cells; CD20+ B cells). Results are expressed as medians and 5% confidence intervals.

Results: In fibrovascular septae, a surge of CD33+ immigrants clearly correlating with disease activity generated significantly increased (p < 0.05) percentages of CD14+ and RFD7+ macrophages. Intriguingly, CD4+ cells were mostly γδ T cells, while αβ T helper cells were much less frequent. Successful treatment rendering I-TAO inactive apparently downregulates monocyte influx, macrophage differentiation, and T cell receptor expression. Similar trends were recorded for adipose tissue. Interestingly, RFD1+ DCs were completely recorded for adipose tissue. Conversely, TAO. Successful treatment apparently downregulates orbital monocyte recruitment and effects functional T cell knockout.

Discussion: Immune cells, CD45+ T cells; CD20+ B cells). Results are expressed as medians and 5% confidence intervals.

Conclusion: A-TAO coincides with periocular monocyte infiltration and de novo differentiation of macrophages, but not DCs. The authors discuss a novel potential role for inflammatory CD4+ γδ T cells in TAO. Successful treatment apparently downregulates orbital monocyte recruitment and effects functional T cell knockout.
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The thyroid associated ophthalmopathy (TAO) correlates with Graves’ hyperthyroidism in about 80% of all cases. Its immunopathology is incompletely understood. However, activation of orbital fibroblasts by inflammatory mediators appears pivotal in the pathogenesis of TAO: activated fibroblasts release increased amounts of the glycosaminoglycan hyaluronan which accumulates intraorbitally. Because one of this molecule’s major properties is to bind water at about x1000 its own weight, the orbital adipose tissue develops a dramatically increased need for space. Cytokine triggered differentiation of adipogenic fibroblasts expands the orbital fat compartment even further. These processes, together with the altered cytokine milieu, cause intraorbital scar formation. The typical symptoms of TAO—periocular swelling, proptosis, and impairment of motility—thus result from the activation, differentiation, and proliferation of fibroblasts, as well as scar formation. Studies on the inflammatory activation of orbital fibroblasts in TAO have shown an involvement of immune cell derived mediators and fibroblast surface gangliosides. Importantly, orbital fibroblasts also express the costimulatory transmembrane molecule CD40 which is normally absent from these cells. As CD40 interacts with the stimulating T helper (Th) cell molecule CD154, it has been hypothesised that orbital fibroblasts may be activated by Th cells. Yet the structure of CD40 implies further unidentified ligands, so that the actual process currently remains elusive.

In TAO, leukocyte signals can activate orbital fibroblasts. Macrophages and T cells apparently play a dominant role. However, several important questions as to the origin and composition of these cells have not yet been addressed. Firstly, it is unknown which intraorbital compartment is specifically infiltrated: such knowledge may pave the way for improving therapeutic improvement. Secondly, it appears crucial to clarify a possible pathogenetic role of myeloid dendritic cells (DCs). These potent antigen presenting cells can differentiate from monocytes, and, intriguingly, RFD1+ DCs play a prominent role in Graves’ disease. Thus, DCs might qualify as a link between immunopathogenic processes in thyroid and orbit. A third, more controversial issue refers to the intraorbital T lymphocytes. In early stage TAO, most of these cells express CD4 and secrete an αβ Th1 type cytokine profile. Moreover, engagement of CD40 on orbital fibroblasts triggers hyaluronan synthesis and activation of inflammatory cyclooxygenases. These findings seem to indicate a dominant role of CD4+CD154+ αβ Th1 cells in TAO. However, in some inflammatory diseases, CD4+ γδ T cells exert likewise effects (in healthy people, most γδ T cells are CD4 negative). Thus, suggesting a potential involvement of such cells in TAO.

We have therefore examined intraorbital tissue for site specific leukocyte infiltration and local differentiation of macrophages and DCs, and we caution against the concept that the presence of CD4+ T cells secreting a suggestive cytokine pattern per se verifies an αβ Th cell status.

METHODS

Patients
This study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the University of Essen. Periocular tissue obtained from age- and sex-matched healthy donors has been used as controls. The histopathological examination has been performed by two experienced pathologists. The presence of orbital tissue from active TAO cases was confirmed by immunohistochemistry and cytokine production analysis. For this study, only patients with active TAO were included. Patients with previous treatment were excluded. All patients gave informed consent. The study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the University of Essen.

Abbreviations: DC, dendritic cell; TAO, thyroid associated ophthalmopathy; TCR, T cell receptor; Th, T helper.

EXTENDED REPORT

To characterise periorbital immune cells (stages, kinetics) in active and inactive thyroid associated ophthalmopathy (A-TAO; I-TAO).

Methods: In orbital tissue cryosections of patients with A-TAO (n = 15), I-TAO (n = 11), and healthy controls (n = 14), adipose and fibrovascular areas were evaluated for MHC II+ leukocytes, myeloid cells (CD14+ monocytes; CD14+ macrophages; mature RFD7+ macrophages; RFD1+ dendritic cells (DCs)), and lymphoid cells (CD4+ T cells; αβ and γδ T cells; CD20+ B cells). Results are expressed as medians and 5% confidence intervals.

Results: In fibrovascular septae, a surge of CD33+ immigrants clearly correlating with disease activity generated significantly increased (p < 0.05) percentages of CD14+ and RFD7+ macrophages. Intriguingly, CD4+ cells were mostly γδ T cells, while αβ T helper cells were much less frequent. Successful treatment rendering I-TAO inactive apparently downregulates monocyte influx, macrophage differentiation, and T cell receptor expression. Similar trends were recorded for adipose tissue. Interestingly, RFD1+ DCs were completely recorded for adipose tissue. Conversely, TAO. Successful treatment apparently downregulates orbital monocyte recruitment and effects functional T cell knockout.

Conclusion: A-TAO coincides with periocular monocyte infiltration and de novo differentiation of macrophages, but not DCs. The authors discuss a novel potential role for inflammatory CD4+ γδ T cells in TAO. Successful treatment apparently downregulates orbital monocyte recruitment and effects functional T cell knockout.
and sex matched patients was immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and assigned to the groups given below.

**Active TAO**
Patients with A-TAO (NOSPECS classification I–VI), that is, with optic nerve compression required orbital bony decompression (n = 15; table 1). Mean duration of thyroid disease was 2.2 (SD 2.3) years, with 1.3 (SD 1.3) years for TAO. Before surgery, all patients had received ≥1 cycles of steroid treatment, and all but three had received orbital irradiation (12–16 Gy). However, these therapeutic measures failed to reduce the clinical activity score which, at time of surgery, was 9.4 (SD 1.0).

**Inactive TAO**
Patients with I-TAO (NOSPECS III–V) underwent either orbital bony decompression to reduce proptosis or fat resection (n = 11; table 1). Mean duration of thyroid disease was 3.6 (SD 1.7) years, and 3.1 (SD 1.9) years for TAO. Steroid treatment, irradiation, and outcomes were identical to those specified for group I. Upon surgery the mean clinical activity was 0.8 (SD 0.7).

**Controls**
Control tissue (n = 12) was obtained upon surgery for ptosis, or lateral orbitotomia for resection of a benign tumour.

**Immunohistochemistry**
The method has been described before. Briefly, 5 µm cryostat sections were fixed in acetone, blocked against Fc receptor dependent antibody binding, stained with primary mouse antihuman monoclonal antibodies (table 2), and incubated in 4% formalin and 1% 1:10 acetic acid, and subsequently with biotinylated anti-CD33 or secondary rabbit antimouse immunoglobulin (for all other markers) (Dako, Hamburg, Germany). Labelled antigens were visualised with 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazole (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA); the chromogen was always freshly obtained with the Mann-Whitney U-Wilcoxon rank sum test was considered significant.

**RESULTS**
Fibrovascular septae harboured much higher percentages of stained leukocyte populations than adipose tissue. Compared with normal controls, TAO sections also revealed considerably increased total septal areas and thickness (compare figs 1A and 2A). Comparison between A-TAO and I-TAO of a given antigen showed lower intraindividual, but higher interindividual, variation (figs 3 and 4).

**Leukocytes**
Unaffected fibrovascular controls revealed only low numbers of CD45<sup>+</sup>CD45RB<sup>+</sup> leukocytes. In contrast, in A-TAO, leukocytes were elevated significantly (figs 3 and 4). However, clusters or clones of stained cells were virtually absent, thus contradicting a potential scenario of local stimulation of antigen specific immunity. Interestingly, in I-TAO, percentages of fibrovascular leukocytes were still slightly high whereas evidently reduced in adipose tissue.

**MHC class II<sup>+</sup> cells**
Percentages of pericellular leukocytes expressing MHC II (see table 2) always exceeded those of total leukocytes. Such cells mostly displayed fibroblast or macrophage morphologies (figs 3 and 4). Even in normal orbital tissue, considerable numbers of cells expressed class II molecules. However, owing to invading monocytes and their macrophage derivatives, the amount of MHC II<sup>+</sup> cells increased significantly in A-TAO. Moreover, these macrophages shed class II molecules, thereby indicating their activated state (fig 1).

In I-TAO, numbers of fibrovascular MHC II<sup>+</sup> macrophages still remained higher than control values, which correlated with the numbers and localisation of residual CD14<sup>+</sup> and RFD7<sup>+</sup> macrophages (see below). In contrast, numbers of adiposally located macrophages had returned to normal, while MHC II expression was still highly elevated (fig 4). This latter finding indicates that increased numbers of adipocytes were activated to persistently express MHC II, and/or that previously shed class II was bound to and retained on their surface.

**Myeloid cells**
The increased numbers of myeloid cells in orbital tissue of patients with A-TAO (figs 3 and 4) comprised a considerable proportion of recently immigrated CD3<sup>+</sup> blood monocytes. This correlated with increased numbers of cells revealing CD14<sup>+</sup>, an LPS receptor expressed by both recent monocytes and disease associated macrophages (see Discussion). In addition, percentages of mature activated RFD7<sup>+</sup> macrophages, most likely differentiated from earlier CD14<sup>+</sup>/CD3<sup>+</sup> stages, were also increased. In fibrovascular septae, all these mononuclear cell types rose with statistical significance (p<0.05) compared with control tissue.

Conversely, comparison with A-TAO revealed an inverted trend for I-TAO. Although not all values returned to normal, fibrovascular CD14<sup>+</sup> cells were found significantly reduced (fig 3), and adiposally located RFD7<sup>+</sup> macrophages even returned to control percentages (p<0.05) (fig 4). However, fibrovascularly located RFD7<sup>+</sup> macrophages remained slightly above the control level. All these findings indicate that the influx of monocytes—such as as well as successive macrophage differentiation—cease as TAO becomes inactive.

Finally, RFD1<sup>+</sup> dendritic cells were never detected in any patient or control sample. In contrast, thyroid sections of patients with Graves’ disease (the most suitable positive control) had always revealed many strongly RFD1<sup>+</sup> DCs.

**Lymphoid cells**
In virtual absence of CD8<sup>+</sup> cytotoxic/suppressor T cells and CD20<sup>+</sup> B lymphocytes (not shown), CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells were the
predominant intraorbital lymphoid cell population (figs 3 and 4), thus confirming earlier results.\textsuperscript{11-14} We then inquired whether these cells carry \( \gamma \delta \) or \( \gamma \delta \) T cell receptors (TCRs). In healthy people, we found a minute predominance of \( \gamma \delta \) over \( \gamma \delta \) T cells (fig 3A and B). However, in A-TAO, and most prominently in the fibrovascular septae, about 75% of the local T cells expressed \( \gamma \delta \) TCRs (fig 3B). Moreover, total numbers and localisation of \( \gamma \delta \) and \( \gamma \delta \) T cells perfectly matched those of the CD4\(^+\) cells, thus clearly indicating that most CD4\(^+\) T cells were, indeed, TCR-\( \gamma \delta \) positive. Numbers of TCR-\( \gamma \delta \)/CD4\(^+\) T helper cells were much lower. Actually, in active TAO, TCR-\( \gamma \delta \)/CD4\(^+\) cells, on average, constituted for 27% of all CD4\(^+\) leukocytes within the orbit, whereas control tissue only revealed an occasional patrolling \( \gamma \delta \) T cell.

Another interesting finding was the almost complete loss of TCR expression in I-TAO, although CD4\(^+\) cells were still demonstrable. If only referring to adipose tissue, this conclusion could not be justified (fig 4C), yet results obtained from the fibrovascular areas were unequivocal: despite the presence of even increased numbers of CD4\(^+\) T cells, they almost never expressed \( \gamma \delta \) or \( \gamma \delta \) TCRs in this stage of disease (fig 3C). Conversely, in active disease, TCR\(^\alpha\) cells always added up nicely to the numbers of CD4\(^+\) lymphocytes (fig 3B).

### Table 2

| Antigen(s) | Clone(s) | Isotype\(|\) | Cellular reactivity |
|-----------|----------|-------------|--------------------|
| CD4       | 1F6      | IgG\(_1\)   | Mostly T helper cells |
| CD8       | 4B11     | IgG\(_2b\)  | Cytotoxic and T suppressor cells |
| CD14      | UCHM1    | IgG\(_2a\)  | Monocytes; early tissue macrophage |
| CD20      | 7D1      | IgG\(_1\)   | B lymphocytes |
| CD33      | WM54     | IgG\(_1\)   | Recently infiltrated blood monocytes |
| CD45      | 2811+ PD7/26\(\) | IgG\(_1\) | All leukocytes |
| T cell receptors \( \gamma \delta \) | BA3 | IgG\(_1\) | All T cells expressing \( \gamma \delta \) T cell receptors |
| T cell receptors \( \gamma \delta \) | \( \gamma \) 3.20 | IgG\(_1\) | All T cells expressing \( \gamma \delta \) T cell receptors |
| HLA-DR, DP, DQ, DX | CR3/43 | IgG\(_1\) | HLA class II expressed by professional and facultative antigen presenting cells |
| RFD1 antigen | RFD1 | IgM | Dendritic cells |
| RFD7 antigen | RFD7 | IgG\(_1\) | Mature and inflammatory macrophages |

*Sources: DAKO, Hamburg, Germany (CR3/43); Serotec, Oxford, UK (all others).

\(\dagger\)Mouse antihuman antibodies throughout.

\(\ddagger\)Antibodies recognise the CD45 and CD45RB splicing variants.

\(\star\)Antibody recognises a common \( \gamma \delta \) chain framework determinant.

\(\star\)Antibody recognises a monomorphic epitope present on all TCR \( \gamma \delta \) domains.

### Cell kinetics

As to the pathogenesis of TAO, it appears desirable to learn about the kinetics of myeloid and lymphoid cells in the course of disease. However, it should be cautioned that, even in the stage before disease, patients prone for TAO might reveal intraorbital leukocyte proportions differing from those in non-predisposed control subjects. Nevertheless, while bearing this in mind, we have aligned the respective graphs as a suggestive pathogenetic time line—that is, healthy controls (figs 3A and 4A), A-TAO (figs 3B and 4B), and I-TAO (figs 3C and 4C). When generalising, this sequence may suggest the following intraorbital processes:

1. Numbers of myeloid cells increase considerably during the active phase of disease, but resume almost normal values in I-TAO.
2. Of note, in A-TAO, early CD33\(^+\) monocytes only surface within fibrovascular septae, thus indicating that they specifically infiltrate this compartment (compare figs 3B and 4B), and that this is a characteristic of active disease progression (compare figs 3B and 4C).
3. While downregulating CD33 shortly after colonising a solid tissue, monocytes retain CD14 for prolonged times.

**Figure 1** Representative immunohistochemistry of the leukocyte infiltrate in fibrovascular septae of a patient with active TAO after staining for (A) HLA class II; (B) CD14; (C) RFD7, and (D) CD33. Note the intense staining for HLA class II (covering HLA-DR, DP, DQ, and DX). Areas revealing faint expression suggest that these molecules are increasingly shed in active disease and attach to neighbouring structures. Also note the scattered monocyte and macrophage morphologies displaying CD33, CD14, and RFD7. Original magnification \( \times 400 \).

**Figure 2** Fibrovascular septae in periocular control tissue (see legend to fig 1). Control tissue harboured almost none of the cells detected in A-TAO. Also note that the fibrovascular tissue is much less voluminous than in A-TAO. Original magnification \( \times 400 \).
Comparable percentages of CD14+ cells in both tissue compartments illustrate that such cells cross migrate the entire intraocular space before settling.

(4) However, most migrating monocytes eventually assume permanent residency within the septal areas, as evidenced by acquisition of the terminal tissue macrophage marker RFD7 (compare figs 3B and 4B).

(5) Some fibrovascular RFD7+ cells are still demonstrable in I-TAO (fig 3C). Yet, because macrophages are long lived cells, it appears most likely that these are old, residual macrophages that are inert and, thus, no longer propagate the progression of disease.

(6) The recorded T cell data suggest that these cells, too, enter the intraorbital space via the fibrovascular regions (figs 3B and 4B).

(7) Therefore, regardless of the cell type, infiltration of adipose tissue appears to be a secondary event.

**DISCUSSION**

Consistent presence of leukocytes in unaffected periorbital fibrovascular tissue indicates continuous immunological surveillance of the orbital space. However, additional immune cells colonise the periorbital tissues in A-TAO. We have characterised the types, stages, and kinetics of such cells.

According to our results, DCs are not implicated in the pathogenesis of TAO. RFD1+ DCs, therefore, apparently do not qualify as a pathogenetic link between orbit and eye, whereas such cells play a major role in Graves' disease (see reference 17 and the references therein). This is in line with the lack of orbital leukocyte aggregates as indicators of DC mediated antigen specific immunity; just the opposite was shown in Graves' thyroid.

Despite the lack of notable local proliferation, percentages of intraorbital leukocytes significantly increased in A-TAO. Confirming earlier results, these cells mainly comprised macrophages and CD4+ T cells. Their circulating precursors apparently access fibrovascular septae via vascular adhesion molecules that are upregulated in TAO.

**Loss of T cell receptor expression**

Intriguingly, in I-TAO virtually all intraorbital T cells had downregulated TCR expression. It is known that antigen/TCR engagement downregulates TCR expression; TCRs are also downmodulated by viral proteins such as HIV-2/SIV Nef or Herpesvirus saimiri Tip. However, one should expect greater interindividual differences if these paradigms were to apply. In contrast, all patients assigned to the I-TAO group had...
received steroid treatment. Migliatori et al had earlier shown downregulation of the TCR/CD3 complex by such treatment, and Galon et al recently demonstrated that glucocorticoids potently downregulate TCR-γδ and TCR-γ. We thus interpret the TCR loss in TAO to be a direct consequence of steroid treatment.

De novo differentiation of orbital macrophages

Increase in intraorbital macrophages in A-TAO results from continuous monocyte influx, as evidenced by their expression of CD33. Successively, these immigrants express CD14 and RFD7. These markers indicate pathogenic relevance: CD14 upregulated macrophages have been shown in extrinsic allergic alveolitis, pulmonary sarcoidosis, and inflammatory bowel disease. Expression of CD14 is suppressed by Th2 like, but induced by Th1 like, cytokines, such as are secreted in TAO. Furthermore, RFD1/RFD7 expression characterises mature activated tissue macrophages. However, a RFD1/RFD7 phenotype—as in TAO—clearly denotes inducer macrophages characteristic of chronic inflammatory lesions. The presence of such cells in TAO and their strong correlation with disease activity thus match the high local concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines. The phenotypic results suggest local sequential macrophage differentiation, according to CD33$^+$→CD14$^+$→RFD7. The finding that such macrophages are recruited from freshly infiltrated monocytes, but not local resident macrophages, might lead to new treatment options.

Inflammatory CD4$^+$ γδ T cells

Previous investigation led to the notion that Th1 cells dominate in early TAO, whereas Th2 cells may be more characteristic of late stage disease. Consequently, Th1 cells are thought to play a prominent role in A-TAO. Our results now challenge this interpretation of earlier results: on average, 75% of all intraorbital CD4$^+$ cells express TCR-γδ. Pathogenetically, γδ T cells thus appear much more compelling than the smaller βγ T cell subset.

In healthy people, CD4$^+$ γδ T cells preferentially populate surface forming tissues. However, CD4$^+$ γδ T cells secreting "Th1 like" cytokines have been shown in chronically inflamed sites of gut, gingiva, synovia, and after parasitic infection. Increased numbers of γδ T cells have also been reported in autoimmune (for example, coeliac disease, multiple sclerosis/experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, and rheumatoid arthritis), as well as intestinal wheat allergy. Evidence supports two main functions of γδ T cells: (1) protection against superantigens and intracellular infection and (2) induction of tolerance for harmless nutritional and bacterial compounds encountered at mucosal surfaces. However, as an example, certain bacterial heat shock proteins like, but induced by Th1 like, cytokines, such as are secreted in TAO. Furthermore, RFD1/RFD7 expression characterises mature activated tissue macrophages. However, a RFD1/RFD7 phenotype—as in TAO—clearly denotes inducer macrophages characteristic of chronic inflammatory lesions. The presence of such cells in TAO and their strong correlation with disease activity thus match the high local concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines. The phenotypic results suggest local sequential macrophage differentiation, according to CD33$^+$→CD14$^+$→RFD7. The finding that such macrophages are recruited from freshly infiltrated monocytes, but not local resident macrophages, might lead to new treatment options.

Evidence supports two main functions of γδ T cells: (1) protection against superantigens and intracellular infection and (2) induction of tolerance for harmless nutritional and bacterial compounds encountered at mucosal surfaces. However, as an example, certain bacterial heat shock proteins are highly homologous to self antigens upregulated in stress. By crossreacting with such autoantigens, γδ T cells might thus be triggered to propagate inflammation or autoimmunity. γδ T cells have been discovered to regulate autoimmune responses. Their identification in TAO may thus open an exciting new chapter in unravelling the pathogenesis of TAO and its association with Graves’ hyperthyroidism. The case for γδ T cells present unprocessed proteins (including superantigens), and "exotic" compounds such as pyrophosphomonester, alkylamine, and aminobisphosphonate, might provide clues to their pathogenic function in TAO.
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